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"��ើ����នគណៈកម��រ �ចឲ�ខ��ំ����ី�នចូលរួមក��ង�រ�រសង�ម

�ន��ើនគឺ�ើង��ន��ឡ�ក�ក��ងសង�ម" ។

អ�ក��ី ញ�ឹក ប៉ូលី ����នគណៈកម��រស��បស���ល�រ�ះ��យ

វ��ទ�ើម�ីយុត�ិធម៌ស��ប់ជន��ី�� (AJC) និង�ស�ជិក��ុម��ឹក�

���ំឃុំថ�ី ��ត�����ះ ។ 

មុន��ល��លអ�ក��ី���វ�ន�ះ��ត��ើស�ំង����នគណៈកម�

�រ អ�ក��ី ប៉ូលី ��ល�នកូនបី�ក់ �ន��កប�រ�រ�កសិករ�ើដី

បន�ិចបន��ច�ើម�ីផ�ត់ផ�ង់����រ ។ អ�ក��ី �ន���ង� អ�ក��ី��ប់ខ�ះ

ទំនុកចិត�ក��ង�រនិ�យស�ី ���រណៈ និង�ចំ�ះបុគ�លសំ�ន់ៗ

និង�ន�នៈធំ ។

�មរយៈតួ�ទីរបស់�ត់ក��ង�ម����នគណៈកម��រឃុំ អ�ក��ីប៉ូលី

�នចូលរួម�ក��ងវគ�បណ��ះប��ល និងទស�នកិច���ស់ប��របទពិ�ធន៍

�ើម�ីអភិវឌ��រយល់ដឹងរបស់�ត់ �ង���កច�ប់ និង�រ�ះ��យវ��ទ

����ព័ន� ក៏ដូច�ជំ�ញ���ងរក�រ�ំ��មតិ និង�ព�អ�កដឹក�ំ�

�ើម ។ �មួយនឹងជំ�ញថ�ី�ំងអស់��ះ អ�ក��ី�ន��យ���ដឹក�ំ

��លទទួល�ន�រ�រពខ�ស់ �ើយ�នឥទ�ិពលក��ង�រ��ប់��ងសហ

គមន៍របស់ខ��ន ។

"ពីមុនអត់��ន�� ។ ��ល�ើញ�����កៗក�ល�ះធំៗ គឺភ័យញ័រ��ច��"។

�ះ���ង� ��ើម�� ំ២០១៣ អ�ីៗ �ប់��ើម��ស់ប��រ ���ល��ល

អ�ក��ី���វ�ន�ះ��ត��ើស�ំង����នគណៈកម��រ ។

"ខ��ំ�ក់ដូច�ភ័យផង! អរផង! ។ អរ��ង់� ខ��ំ�ន�ទន�ព ��ល���

ពលរដ�ក��ងសហគមន៍ ទុកចិត�ខ�� ំ�យ�ន�ះ��ត�ំ��ខ��។ំ �រម�ណ៍ភ័យ

�ះ គឺ��ង់���ល��ល�ើង�ប់��ត�ើយ មិនដឹង��ើង��ប់��ង

�រ�រ�នឬអត់�ើយ �ើ�រ�រ�ះ���វ��ើរ�ៀប�៉�ច�ើម�ី��ើយតប�

នឹងទំនុកចិត���ល���ះ��ត�ំ��ខ��ំ" ។

អ�ក��ីប៉ូលី �នប��ក់� អ�ក��ី�ន�ៀន��ះដឹង��ើន �ប់�ំងពីចូល

ប��ើ�រ�រ��ះមក �ើយអ�ក��ីសង�ឹម� ���ី���ង�ៀត នឹងយកគំរូ

�ម និង�នទំនុកចិត�ក��ង�រអនុវត�តួ�ទី�ន់��សកម��ងមុន�ក��ង

សហគមន៍របស់ខ��ន ។ 

"ខ���ំ�ើឲ����ីៗ�ើង លះបង់��ល���ខ�ះ �ើម�ីចូលរួម�រ�រសង�ម�ើ

�ះបី��នប�ី�ើយក៏�យ��ំ" ។

�ក រស់ �ន់ ���ភូមិ��ធ�ង់ ក��ង��ត���ះវ��រ អស់រយៈ��ល

�ង ១០ ��ំមក�ើយ ។ �ក�ននិ�យ� �ក��ងជួប�រ

លំ�កក��ង�រ�ះ��យវ��ទ�ក��ងសហគមន៍ដ៏�ច់����ល

របស់�ត់ ��ល�ន���ជន�គ��ើន�ជន�តិ�គតិចគួយ ។

��ះក៏�យ�រ��កង�ះ�រយល់ដឹងពីច�ប់ និងកង�ះយន��ររ�ង�ំ

ក��ង�រ�ះ��យវ��ទ ។ 

"��ល�មក�ះ��យប��ម�ងៗ ដូច�តឹងសរ��កបន�ិច" ។

��ន�ព��ប��ះ�ន��ស់ប��រ ប��ប់ពី�ន�រប��ើតគណៈកម��រ

ស��បស���ល �រ�ះ��យវ��ទ�ើម�ីយុត�ិធម៌ស��ប់ជន��ី��

(AJC) �ក��ងតំបន់�ះ ។ គណៈកម��រ��ះ�នផ�ល់���ទិ�

ស��ប់���ពលរដ�និ�យ��ញអំពីប��របស់ពួក�ត់ និង�ះ

��យវ��ទមុន��ល��លវ��ទ�ន់��ធ�ន់ធ�រ ។ 

"បទពិ�ធន៍ល�ៗ��ល�ើងទទួល�នពីគណៈកម��រAJC គឺ���ល

��នទំ�ស់���ពលរដ�ម�ងៗ �ត់ជួយឲ�មតិល�ៗដល់�គីទំ�ស់

ហ�ឹង �ៀស�ងកុំឲ��ឿង�ដល់ឃុំឬ��ុក...គឺ�ះ��យ�ភូមិ�ើង

��ម�ង" ។

�ក រស់ �ន់�ន���ង� គណៈកម��រ��ះ�នជួយឲ��ត់ក�ង

ទំ�ក់ទំនង�ន់��ជិតស�ិទ��ងមុន�មួយនឹង���ពលរដ��ក��ងសហ

គមន៍ ដូ���ះ�ើយ�ន��រ�ះ��យវ��ទ�ន់���យ��ួល�ង

មុន ។ ស�ជិករបស់គណៈកម��រ គឺ�ក �ន �ឿន ��ល�ន��ើ

�រ�រ�ក��ងឃុំ��ធ�ង់�ប់�ំងពី��ំ ២០១៣ �ន���ង� �ក�ន

កត់ស��ល់ពី�រ��ស់ប��រគួរឲ�កត់ស��ល់ ជុំវ�ញក��ិត���រយល់ដឹង

របស់អ�កភូមិ�ក់ទងនឹង�រ��ប់��ងដីធ�ី និងធន�នធម��តិ ។ 

"ក��ង�ម����កមួយ��គណៈកម��រ ខ���ំនផ�ព�ផ�យជូន���ពលរដ�នូវ

ព័ត៌�ន�ក់ទងនឹង�រ��ប់��ងដីធ�ី និងសិទ�ិ។ �លពី�ើម�ើយ �ើង

អត់ដឹងអី�ំងអស់!�ត់��ះ���ើរចង��ល� ���ះដីខ��ំ ��ះដីខ��”ំ" ។

��ើម��ំ ២០១៥ �នអ�កភូមិ�មួយ����ក់មកអះ�ង� ���ស់កម�

សិទ�ិ�ើដីរបស់�ក ���ង លីម ��ល�កសិករមួយរូប ។ ���ល�ះ

�កមិនដឹង��ើ���វ�រកនរ�ឲ�ជួយ�ះ�� ។ ប៉ុ��� ���ល��ល

គណៈកម��រស��បស���ល�រ�ះ��យវ��ទ�ើម�ីយុត�ិធម៌ស��ប់ជន

��ី�� (AJC) ��ក់ឃុំ�នចុះមកជួយស��បស���ល �កក៏�ប់��ើម�ើល

�ើញពីលទ�ផល��ម ។ 

"�ើ�ន�ច់�តិ ឬអ�កជិត�ង�នប�����ៀងៗខ��ំ ខ��ំ�ច���ំ��ឲ�

�...AJC" ។

“ដីហ�ឹង ខ��ំ�ះ៣�ើក។ �ះ២�ើក�ភូមិ អត់�នស��ច។ រ�លងមួយ

�ទិត�មកក៏�នគណៈកម��រAJCមកជួយ �ើប�នស��ច�” ។

���ល��ះ �ក លីម �ន�រយល់ដឹង��ើន�ងមុន�ក់ទងនឹងច�ប់

ដីធ�ក៏ីដូច�សិទ� ិនិង�រទទួលខុស���វរបស់�ត់ ។ ដូ���ះ �ក�ន់���ន

ទំនុកចិត��ងមុនក��ង�រស�ះ���ងរក��ប័ន�មួយមកជួយដល់រូប�ក

និងអ�ក���ង�ៀត ��សិន�ើ�នករណីវ��ទ�ើត�ើង������យ ។ 

ត�មុខ�ៀត ខ��ំក៏ចង់��ើ�គណៈកម��រ AJCហ�ឹង��រ �ើយជួយ�ះ

��យប��ឲ��នល��ងហ�ឹង�ៀត”។

���លសួរ��ើ�កចង់ឲ��ន គណៈកម��រ AJC �ក��ងសហគមន៍

របស់�ត់រហូតដល់��ល� �ក�ន��ើយ��ម� ៖ “

“អូ! ចង់ឲ��ន��ៀងរហូតហ�ង” ។

គ��ង ព��ឹង�ព���គូ���ះ��រក�រចូលរ�ម និង
គណ��យ��ពក��ងអភិ�លកិច�ដីធ�ី និងធន�នធម��តិ
��ក��ង����សកម���

អង��រអុក��ម�នជំ�ឿ� �រ��ប់��ងដីធ�ី និងធន�នធម��តិ��កប
�យយុត�ិធម៌ និងនិរន�រ�ព គឺ�ន�រសំ�ន់ចំ�ះ�រអភិវឌ�ន៍��កប
�យចីរ�ព�កម��� ។ �ើម�ី��� ដំ�ើរ�រ��ះ�នត���ព និង
គណ��យ��ព��កិច�សំ�ន់��លមនុស���ប់���ក��ងសង�ម �ប់
ប���ល�ំង���ពលរដ���ី��បំផុត និងជួប�រលំ�កបំផុត �ចចូលរួម
�ក��ង�រ�រអភិ�លកិច��ើដីធ�ីរបស់ពួក�ត់ ។

�យ�ន�រ�ំ�� និងជំនួយពីសហ�ពអឺរ�បុ ដូ���ះ�ើយ�ន�អង��រ
អុក��ម �ន�ប់��ើមអនុវត�គ��ងក��ងទំហំទឹក��ក់ជិត ១ �នអឺរ�ូ
�លពី��មក� ��ំ ២០១៣ �យ��ត�ើភូមិចំនួន ២៤០ �ក��ង��ត�
កំពង់ធំ ��ះវ��រ ����ះ និងស�ឹង��ង ។ វត��បំណងសំ�ន់គឺក�ង�ព
���គូរ�ង�ំ�ងមុនរ�ង���ធរ��ក់��ម�តិ និងសហគមន៍��លខ��ន
��ើ�រប��ើ ។ គ��ង��ះ�នជួយ�ំ��ដល់�រប��ើត គណៈកម��រ
ស��បស���ល�រ�ះ��យវ��ទ�ើម�ីយុត�ិធម៌ ស��ប់ជន��ី�� (AJC)
ក៏ដូច�ប��ញសកម��ព�រ�រដីធ�ី និងបរ���នកម��� (CLEAN)  �
��ក់��ត� ។ គណៈកម��រ�ំង��ះ�នផ�ល់���ទិ�ស��ប់សហគមន៍
និង��ុមអង��រសង�មសុីវ�ល �ច�ក់ទង��ើ�រ�រ�មួយនឹង���ធរ
មូល��ន ក៏ដូច�ផ�ល់ឱ�សក��ង�រ��ករ���កជំ�ញ និងក�ងសមត�
�ព�មរយៈវគ�បណ��ះប��ល សិ���� និងទស�នកិច���ស់ប��របទ
ពិ�ធន៍�បរ��ស ។

�យសហ�រ���គូ��ងជិតស�ិទ��មួយនឹងអង��រមិន��នរ��ភិ�ល
ក��ង��ុកចំនួន ៥អង��រអុក��ម�នជួយ�ំ��ដល់�រ�រ��ករ���ក
ព័ត៌�ន និងកិច�ពិ�ក�
�ើ�លន��យ ក��ង
ចំ�មគណៈកម��រ
��លជួយផ�ល់�ពអង់�ច
ដល់���ពលរដ�មូល��ន
ក��ង�រ���ងរក�រ�ំ��
មតិឲ��នអភិ�លកិច�
ធន�នធម��តិ និងដីធ�ី
��កប�យនិរន�រ�ព ។ 



Oxfam believes that fair and sustainable management 
of land and natural resources is essential to Cambodia's 
continued development. To make sure the process is 
transparent and accountable, it is important that all 
members of society, including the poorest and most 
disadvantaged, are able to participate in the governance 
of their own land. 

With support and funding from the European Union, 
Oxfam started the one million euro project in January 
2013 targeting 240 villages in Kampong Thom, Preah 
Vihear, Kratie and Stung Treng provinces. The principal 
objective was to build stronger partnerships between 
sub-national authorities and the communities they serve. 

The project supported the establishment of Access to 
Justice Committees for the Poor (AJCs), as well as the 
provincial-level Cambodia Land and Environment Action 
Network (CLEAN). These platforms provide a space for 
communities and civil society groups to engage with local 
government and an opportunity to share skills and build 
capacity through training, seminars and international 
exchanges. 

In close partnership 
with five local NGOs, 
Oxfam supported 
information sharing 
and policy discussion 
across a network that 
empowered local 
citizens to advocate 
for sustainable 
natural resource and 
land governance.
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Participatory and Accountable
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 “Being elected head of the committee has allowed 
me to get involved in a lot of social work, and I now 
have the confidence to play a bigger role in society”

Nhiek Boly is head of the Access to Justice Committee 
(AJC) and a commune councilor in Thmey commune 
in Kratie province.

Before she was elected to lead the committee Boly, a 
mother of three, farmed her smallholding to support 
her family. She says she lacked the confidence to 
speak up in public and in front of important and 
powerful people.

In her new role as head of the AJC committee, Boly 
has taken part in training sessions and exchange 
visits to develop her understanding of the law and 
alternative dispute resolution methods as well as her 
advocacy and leadership skills. Armed with these new 
abilities, she has become a highly respected leader 
with a strong voice in the running of her community.

“I was so scared before. Every time I met a stranger 
or someone with a big belly, I was always nervous”

However, everything started to change in 2013 when 
she was elected to head the AJC.

“I had mixed feelings at the time. I was excited 
that the community trusted me enough to choose 
me as head of the committee. But I was worried 
about the workload. I didn’t know how I would 
handle it or how I would be able to give back to 
those who voted for me”

Boly says she has learned a lot since taking up the 
position and she hopes other women will follow her 
example and gain the confidence to play a more 
active role in their communities.

“I would encourage all women, even those who 
are married, to devote some of their time to 
working in the community”

Ros Moan has been chief of Srae Thnong village in 
Preah Vihear province for more than 10 years. He 
says it was often difficult to solve disputes in his 
remote community, which includes many members 
from the Kuoy ethnic minority, due to a lack of 
knowledge about legislation and the absence of an 
established dispute resolution mechanism.

“When we tried solving disputes in the past, it 
often led to tense situations” 

The situation changed after an Access to Justice 
Committee for the Poor (AJC) was set up in the area. 
This gave the villagers a platform to talk about their 
problems, and to solve disputes before they escalate.

“The committee always gives good advice to 
people with disputes, and encourages them to avoid 
escalating the problem and to solve it here in the 
village”

Mr. Moan says the committee helped him build stronger 
relationships with the people in his community, which in 
turn made dispute resolution easier.

Committee member Arn Loeun, who has been working 
in Srae Thnong village since 2013, said he has noticed a 
remarkable change in the villagers' level of awareness 
about land and natural resource management.

“[As part of the committee] I have helped 
disseminate a lot of information about land 
management and rights. In the past, we knew 
nothing. To identify their land, people would just 
point at it and say it’s their land”

When a neighbor claimed ownership over Klaeng Lim's 
land in early 2015, the farmer had no idea where to 
turn for help. It was not until the commune Access to 
Justice Committee for the Poor (AJC) began to 
mediate that he started to see results. 

“If my relatives or neighbors have a similar problem 
to mine, I’ll tell them to ask for help from the AJC”

“We tried solving the dispute 3 times. Twice at the 
village level, we were not successful. One week 
after that, the committee helped us achieve a 
successful resolution”

Lim now has a much better understanding of land laws 
and his rights and responsibilities. This has made him 
more confident to seek support and help in case other 
disputes occur in the future.

“In the future, I want to be a committee member 
too, in order to help solve my peoples' problems 
even more effectively”

When asked how long he hoped the AJC would remain 
in the community, he answered immediately:

“Oh! Forever!”


